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Abstract: Researchers, policymakers, and competition and regulation authorities worldwide recognise application programming interfaces (APIs) for powering the digital economy and driving processes of datafication and platformisation. However, it is unclear how APIs tie into the power of, and governance by, large digital platforms. This article traces the relationality between Facebook’s APIs, platform governance, and data strategy based on an empirical and evolutionary analysis. It examines a large corpus of (archived) developer pages and API reference documentation to determine the technicity of platform governance – the technical dimension and dynamics of how and what platforms like Facebook seek to govern. It traces how Facebook Platform evolved into a complex layered and interconnected governance arrangement, wherein technical API specifications serve to enforce (changes to) platform policy and (data) strategy. Finally, the article discusses the significance of this technicity in specifying the material conditions for app and business development ‘on top of’ platforms and for maintaining infrastructural and evolutive power over their ecosystems.
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Introduction

Researchers, policymakers, and competition and regulation authorities worldwide recognise application programming interfaces (APIs) for their role in processes of datafication and platformisation; even as a way to ‘dominate the digital world’ (Iyer and Getchell, 2018; FT, 2020; van Dijck, 2020). APIs serve as the ‘lingua franca’ for the exchange of data and services between companies and are of strategic importance for platform companies like Google and Facebook as the web became more ‘data-intensive’ with the rise of the platform as its dominant technological and business model (Helmond, 2015). APIs have become the core elements of digital infrastructure that underpin today’s vibrant platform ecosystems and the platform economies and societies they support. Consequently, Iyer and Getchell warn that regulators should not only focus on the market dominance of platform companies but also on their ‘data dominance’ – specifically, how platform companies use APIs to share data or insights with third parties. Competition authorities and regulators in Europe and in the USA increasingly scrutinise anti-competitive uses and potential data misuses centred around Facebook’s APIs and the platform’s monopoly power (CMA, 2020: Appendix J; FTC, 2020). In 2019, the FTC fined Facebook $5 billion for violating consumer’s privacy rights by providing third-party developers access to friends data via its APIs and for not properly reviewing developers and their apps (FTC, 2019).

APIs enable programmatic communication and the exchange of data and functionalities between software
systems. They power the digital platform economy and serve as the core elements of infrastructure that underpin the large ecosystems of apps and services (or ‘complements’) created by third parties and partners (or ‘complementors’). Like software development kits (SDKs), APIs play a key role in the capture and movement of personal data, the interconnections between software apps and services, and bring about ‘the formation of platform monopolies’ through the decentralisation of their services (Blanke and Pybus, 2020). Although APIs and SDKs may be perceived as ‘microscopic’ technical objects, they are nonetheless significant because they comprise the material infrastructures of platforms and apps and articulate and shape processes of datafication (e.g. programmatic data-sharing) and platformisation (Helmond, 2015; Pybus and Coté, 2021).

Despite broad recognition of their importance, we lack a comprehensive understanding of APIs as complex technical objects. As such, critical scholars argue that ‘[r]egulatory fixes require detailed insights into how technology and business models work’ (van Dijck et al., 2018: 158) and call for the ‘observability’ of platforms as an explicit means of regulation (Rieder and Hofmann, 2020). We also know too little about the relationality between APIs and platform governance. Platform companies design and change their APIs to facilitate third-party app development in ways that influence – ‘orchestrate’ – the evolution of their ecosystems (Tiwana, 2014; Tiwana et al., 2017). These ecosystems typically comprise multiple user and stakeholder groups connected to the same core technical platform using one or more of its APIs, including (small, medium-sized, and large) app developers, businesses, digital marketers and advertisers, and academic researchers. In these environments, APIs enable and control the possible relationships and interactions between these different users and stakeholders in today’s platform society and thus serve as a core technical dimension of ‘platform governance’ (Gorwa, 2019: 854). Accordingly, platform companies like Facebook and Twitter have responded to public controversy, criticism, and external social pressures not only with policy changes but also with changes to their APIs. After the Facebook–Cambridge Analytica (Fb–CA) data scandal, Facebook made changes to certain features, terms, and policies, and implemented restrictions on API data access and sharing (Barrett and Kreiss, 2019; Helmond et al., 2019).

This article presents the results of an empirically-informed case study of the structure and evolution of Facebook’s APIs and their relation to platform governance to highlight the technicity – that is, the technical dimension and dynamics – of how and what platforms like Facebook seek to govern. The analysis is focused on Facebook’s APIs, which have been among the most popular, widely used, and most controversial APIs for over a decade (Albright, 2018; Santos, 2019). Specifically, we consider the relationality between the design of Facebook’s APIs, platform governance, and (data) strategy from a material–evolutionary perspective on three levels: (1) the structure of Facebook’s entire API architecture, (2) core API objects in terms of their properties, connections, and parameters, and (3) their associated permissions, as handled through Facebook applications and Login, using current and archived Facebook developer pages. We provide original empirical materials for further historical platform research to better understand the evolutionary dynamics between API design and governance by platforms.

Building on prior research, the analysis details how Facebook’s APIs have evolved from a simple programming interface for development into a complex layered and interconnected governance arrangement, wherein technical API specifications serve to enforce (changes to) platform policy and (data) strategy. We thus contend that governance by platforms is about more than a platform’s use or content moderation policy, terms and conditions, and corporate governance structure; instead, it is also the design (and redesign) of technical API specifications that condition and control the possibilities for the exchange of data and services between software systems and organisations. As such, this study contributes to the ongoing debate on ‘platform governance’ within the platform studies literature (e.g. Carrier and Gillet, 2020; Gillespie, 2018; Gorwa, 2019; Gorwa et al., 2020; Medzini, 2020; Schreieck et al., 2018). We argue that it is important to study the technicity (and materiality) of governance by platforms like Facebook to understand the sources of their ‘infrastructural power’ (Blanke and Pybus, 2020).

In the next section, we provide an overview of the current literature on APIs and platform governance to position our contribution in these research areas. Second, we detail our material evolutionary approach to study Facebook’s APIs against this background and describe our method of data collection as well as our (openly available) data set. Third, we describe the results of our empirically-informed case study of the structure and evolution of Facebook’s API architecture. Finally, we discuss the relationality between API design, platform governance, and data strategy and the importance of a technical perspective on governance by platforms as a source of their power.

**APIs Studies Meet Platform Governance**

APIs have been studied by scholars across disciplines and fields, including media and communication studies, information systems (IS) research, and software engineering. This section identifies relevant streams of research on the relationality between APIs and gover-
nance to contextualise our analysis of the technicity of platform governance.

First, APIs have been described as mechanisms of generativity and control. APIs enable third-party app developers to interact with a platform to access and exchange data and services through a standardised information exchange which ensures interoperability (Bodle, 2011; Tiwana, 2014: 7). They coordinate the development work between platforms and third parties (cf. de Souza et al. 2004), which means that platform governance through APIs is also a practical matter of facilitating collaboration. Platforms stimulate ‘generativity’ (Zittrain, 2008) by inviting third-party app developers to create new apps and services ‘on top of’ a platform using its APIs. This generative dimension of platforms has previously been understood as a form of participatory ‘remix’ or ‘mashup’ culture, as platform appropriation, and as value-adding activity (Basole, 2016; Gerlitz et al., 2019; Hogan, 2018; Werning, 2017). At the same time, there is a ‘paradoxical relationship’ between generativity and control because platform owners must maintain economic, social, and technical control over their platforms, the external contributions of third-party app developers, and the platform’s evolution (Eaton et al., 2015; Ghazawneh and Henfridsson, 2012). As such, APIs provide access to data and services in exchange for control (Eaton et al., 2015; Evans and Basole, 2016). Protocological technical objects like APIs serve as ‘conduits for governance’, or as ‘artefacts of governance’, where control is enabled on the level of API code (Bucher, 2013; Musiani, 2013). In fact, control over programming interfaces ‘amounts to control over the platform and its evolution’ and the platform’s complements and complementors (Tiwana et al., 2010: 680). APIs thus facilitate infrastructural dependencies between platforms and apps, which we argue represent a source of infrastructural platform power, and provide control over the platform’s ecosystem.

Second, the rise in popularity of (proprietary) APIs over open web development standards to enable generative practices has transformed the fabric of the open web and beyond. As web APIs and social plugins made their entry to promote a more ‘social’ experience of the web, new forms of API-based connectivity emerged to underpin today’s ‘data-intensive’ web (Gerlitz and Helmond, 2013). As Langlois and Elmer suggest, platforms are increasingly ‘weaving themselves in a new distributed infrastructure of life in all its forms’ (Langlois and Elmer, 2019: 6). The widespread implementation of web APIs as the standard for data access and sharing has created new ‘connected viewing environments’ in the television industry (Lahey, 2016), and new kinds of data seams in the urban fabric of cities (Raetsch, 2019). These developments centre on the role of APIs as the standard mechanism for interconnectivity, embeddedness, and scale growth but also raise concerns around power through platformisation (Blanke and Pybus, 2020; van Dijck, 2020) and ‘infrastructuralisation’, whereby platform–based services acquire characteristics of infrastructure (Helmond et al., 2019; Plantin et al., 2016). The outcome is that these new data-intensive fabrics are no longer open or public but instead are privatised and governed by platform companies.

Third, APIs structure and ‘datafy’ social and commercial processes. Social media platforms use APIs to create and temporarily stabilise digital identities for consumption by external apps (Albright, 2018; Pridmore, 2015). On the consumer (or ‘end-user’) ‘side’ of their platforms, social media like Facebook are infrastructuring online sociality and affective social relationships for their eventual monetisation as targetable audiences (Alaimo and Kallinikos, 2019; Skeggs and Yuill, 2015). On the developer side of platforms, webmasters or developers implement APIs to ensure the seamless integration of their content and pages by making them ‘platform-ready’ (Helmond, 2015). However, as social media seek to create an ‘advertiser-friendly atmosphere of connectivity’ their APIs are ‘largely blind to acts of disconnectivity, such as unfriending and unliking’ thereby datafying only commercially relevant types of sociality (John and Nissenbaum, 2018).

Fourth, APIs have been pivotal to the business models and strategies of platforms and to the commercialisation of the internet in general. IS researchers have studied the economic and business dimensions of the API ecosystem as an API economy. In this economy, platform companies strategically provide data access through APIs to stimulate the development of ‘API recombinations’ to capture the value produced by these complements (Basole, 2016). APIs also facilitate the distributed capture of datafied user engagement on third-party websites and apps, giving rise to web economies such as the ‘Like economy’ of the social web (Gerlitz and Helmond, 2013). The logic of participation thus became heavily commercialised. Others traced TripAdvisor’s evolution into a diversified ecosystem of data-based services, where complementors assemble around new data forms to create additional services governed through APIs (Alaimo et al., 2020). Further, the strategic role of APIs in collecting new types of valuable data has been studied to understand the evolving data and business strategies of platforms (Wilken, 2014), by comparing available data points for online profiling (Bechmann, 2013), and by comparing API ecosystems (Evans and Basole, 2016). In short, APIs are not merely technical objects for software and app development but an integral part of a platform’s data and business strategies.

Finally, APIs are commonly used and reflected upon as tools for academic research. Some researchers scrutinised the use of APIs for data collection purposes and the role of API–based research software tools as ‘data makers’ (Lomborg and Bechmann, 2014; Rieder, 2013;
Similarly, others considered the technicity of APIs as they intervene in empirical research by shaping their objects or phenomena of study (Puschmann and Ausserhofer, 2017; Rieder et al., 2015). As far as Facebook is concerned, research uses are just another app type: They use the same APIs as other third-party app developers but for different purposes.1 But even minor API changes can have significant research implications. Newly imposed data limitations may introduce potential biases that undermine the representativeness of data studies (Ho, 2020). In fact, such API-based studies can arguably only be interpreted and replicated alongside historical information about how the APIs used have changed and evolved. After the Facebook–Cambridge Analytica scandal and the subsequent ‘API apocalypse’ (Bruns, 2019), platforms like Facebook and Twitter severely restricted API data access and sharing. This impacted critical academic research into phenomena such as abuse, hate speech, and disinformation campaigns and as a result, the conditions of platform observability through APIs have worsened (Rieder and Hofmann, 2020). The way that platform APIs are governed raises questions around fair use and the need to look for alternative research methods suitable for a ‘post-API’ environment (Freelon, 2018; Perriam et al., 2019; Venturini and Rogers, 2019).

While these streams of API-related research all provide important insights into the politics of social media and platform APIs, they have not necessarily focused on the (evolutionary) dynamics between APIs as technical objects and the technicity, or the material conditions of how platforms have governed app and business development. On the one hand, media and communication scholars have focused on governance in relation to end-users and content, including platforms’ policies and their terms and conditions (e.g. Caplan and Gillespie, 2020; Gillespie, 2018), the technical challenges and politics of algorithmic content moderation (Gorwa et al., 2020), and governance by algorithms (Musiani, 2013). Some considered platform governance in app development through discourse analyses of developer forums and technical documentation (e.g. Greene and Shilton, 2017; Moschini and Sindoni, 2021). On the other hand, IS researchers and software engineers have done empirical studies of APIs and their documentation to better understand structural platform changes, how these changes are communicated, or impact development (e.g. Medjajou et al., 2018; Sohan et al., 2015). They also theorised how a platform’s evolution is influenced by the coevolution of its architecture, its governance, and the ‘environmental dynamics’ of its ecosystem (Tiwana et al., 2010), and the challenges of governing ecosystems (Schreieck et al., 2018). We connect these research streams to highlight that platform governance is about use or content policy, terms and conditions, and guidelines as much as about API design and strategy.

Furthermore, our evolutionary perspective foregrounds a platform’s capacity to shape – through governance and strategy – the evolution of the ecosystem around it in ways that impact outcomes (economic or otherwise). For instance through forms of ‘platform envelopment’ (or ‘capture’), where a platform owner leverages power asymmetries over dependents to move into another’s market (e.g. Partin, 2020), or ‘path dependency’ and proprietary ‘lock-in’ effects, where a platform benefits from continued use by end-users, developers, or businesses based on historical preference or use (e.g. Alaimo et al., 2020). Previous technical design choices, strategic decisions, and advantages often have an enduring influence into the present.

**Studying the Material Conditions of App Development**

Platforms like Facebook leave all kinds of material traces that document their operations that can be used to ‘observe’ platforms (Rieder and Hofmann, 2020) and reconstruct platform governance and data strategy as they have evolved. These material traces include information about the platform’s APIs, SDKs, and other software tools on dedicated websites for developers (developers.facebook.com) and businesses (facebook.com/business). As these websites have been well-archived in web archives they are particularly suitable for empirical and historical platform studies (Helmond and van der Vlist, 2019). In fact, they are better documented than most because they serve as a platform’s ‘boundary resources’ that assist third-party software developers (and business developers) in building, maintaining, and evolving apps and services (Ghazawneh and Henfridsson, 2012).

Boundary resources such as APIs and SDKs and their associated reference documentation ‘expose and extend the platform architecture’ (Dal Bianco et al., 2014: 13). This enables us to employ these materials to trace how a platform’s architecture has changed or evolved over the years. Moreover, platform owners, complementors, and other actors collectively shape and reshape the evolution of a platform’s boundary resources in a ‘distributed tuning’ process, showing the dualistic logic of generativity and infrastructural control (Eaton et al., 2015; Gerlitz et al., 2019). In this process, a platform’s reference documentation serves both a functional and a strategic role by ‘optimizing the developer experience’ in working with the API (Medjajou et al., 2018), while acting as ‘a conspicuous form of political communication’ that enacts ‘specific social roles’ (Moschini and Sindoni, 2021) and shaping the meaning of ‘privacy’ (Greene and Shilton, 2017). They provide important information and contain traces of API governance – that is, governance by platforms through their APIs. The amount of detail provided in the API reference
documentation thus enables granular empirical analysis of the material conditions of third-party app development, how and why those conditions have changed or evolved, and the role of power therein.

The Facebook for Developers website covers the reference documentation for the entire Facebook Platform. This includes technical information about the APIs’ architecture and structure, instructions on how to use them (e.g., how to read or write information to Facebook’s social graph), and additional information about versioning, access levels, and rate limits, as well as specific data fields, edges, parameters, and permissions. Within the API reference documentation, Facebook currently refers to API objects as ‘nodes’ (e.g., the /user, /photo, /event, and /page nodes) or as ‘endpoints’. The properties associated with a node are ‘fields’ (e.g., ‘name’ and ‘birthday’ are fields of the /user node) and some fields require permissions from the user (e.g., the ‘user_location’ permission is required to access the ‘location’ field). Connections between the nodes are referred to as ‘edges’ (e.g., /user-id)/feed returns any posts and links shared by a specified user-id).

Developers can use nodes and edges to access or exchange Facebook data and services. When developers request data from a node, it typically returns many additional details about that node (i.e., its properties), such as the ‘created_time’ and ‘id’ for a /post, up to as many as 51 details that give further context about that post. When they instead request data from an edge, it returns a list of the nodes connected to that specific edge (without all the additional details). Over the years, a complex layered structure of access controls, application permissions, and app review guidelines has evolved to govern and restrict API data access and sharing for most nodes and edges. Additionally, there are Facebook’s Platform Terms and Developer Policies (FD-2021o; FD-2021a).

Archived Developer Pages and API Reference Documentation

This article’s empirically-informed analysis is based on Facebook’s developer pages as retrieved from the ‘live’ web and from the Internet Archive Wayback Machine. We downloaded 3,394 ‘live’ web pages from developers.facebook.com (2019–2020) and retrieved 1,960,901 developer pages from the Wayback Machine, going back to the initial Facebook API (beta) launch (August 2006 – February 2020). Because Facebook does not provide an archive of its developer website, these independent archived sources provide an important means for the observability of platforms. We combined multiple strategies to explore this large corpus of web sources because APIs are complex (and composite) technical objects that demand analysis at the different levels at which they occur and operate, like other types of software objects (Fuller, 2008). Therefore, we analyse the evolution of Facebook’s APIs on the level of the entire API architecture, the level of individual API objects, and the level of application permissions.

On the level of the API architecture, we derived the link structure of 63,027 reference documentation pages that describe Facebook’s APIs. Each page describes a specific node and any associated fields, edges, and parameters. As such, the link structure embedded in the reference documentation reflects the API architecture. We derived and charted the link structure as it evolves with each new version. Additionally, we created a corpus of 178,972 web pages with annual ‘snapshots’ of archived URLs anywhere in Facebook for Developers to visualise the complexity and diversity of these APIs and to examine API naming conventions. We further analysed the associated ‘changelogs’ (FD-2021g; FD-2021c), which document all versioned API changes and include information about newly introduced, changed, and deprecated nodes and edges as well as information about permission changes. A changelog addresses third-party app developers and communicates about implemented or planned API changes and their implications. In some cases, they also reveal how Facebook Platform has responded to public controversy and external social pressures.

On the level of individual API objects, we examined one of the core (and most connective) nodes in the entire reference documentation: the Graph API User object (FD-2021i). The User object represents a user on Facebook (i.e., an account that represents a person). As such, the object is central to the API because it is central to Facebook’s social network (as structured around people’s user-profiles and friendship connections) and to its advertising-based revenue model (which lets paying customers find and reach those users with targeted messages). We thus reconstructed how the User object evolved as a data object in terms of its descriptive properties and as a relational object in terms of its connections. The User and Page objects (the latter representing businesses, organisations, and public figures) are the two nodes that can authorise access tokens for apps to allow data access. Other data objects are typically linked to and through the User object in some way. We further examined the evolution of targeting options for finding and reaching Facebook users with the Marketing API (MAPI), which is a distinct subcomponent of the GAPI used by Facebook Marketing Partners. The same targeting options are available through Facebook’s self-service advertising tools and enable us to examine how the targetable user has been governed through the MAPI (FB–2021).

Finally, we examined application permissions, which provide a way for apps to access data from Facebook (FD–2021l), and which have become an increasing-ly important governance mechanism. We examined the structure of these permissions and when specific nodes or edges require permission from the user in the first place. Until recently (GAPI v8.0), Facebook Plat-
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Fig. 1: Evolution of Facebook’s API Reference, until v6.0 (2006–2020) [small multiples]. Each tile represents the entire API architecture for one API version (i.e. accumulated link structure of the entire API reference documentation), while the ‘legacy’ architectures from all previous versions rendered transparent in the background.
form distinguished between ‘Basic’ and ‘Extended’ Permissions for accessing Facebook data and services. Any app could by default access (‘read’) the data fields that belong to a User’s ‘public_profile’, including their ‘name’ and ‘picture’. When an app required access to additional data or to publish (‘write’) data to the platform, it needed to request extended permissions from the respective user(s) (FD-2008).

To contextualise observed changes on any level, we consulted Facebook’s own Developer Blog and News sections, as well as external technology journalism blogs, interviews and testimonies by CEO Mark Zuckerberg, and 7,000 pages of documents leaked during Facebook’s litigation with app developer Six4Three in California state court (Appendix; FL-2019a). We thus draw on a variety of primary Facebook sources and external sources that provide important contextual information about specific changes. Finally, we used visualisations to support the analysis and communicate a sense of the complexity of Facebook’s APIs and make our data sets openly available.

The Structure and Evolution of Facebook’s APIs

This section presents the results of a multilevel analysis of the structure and evolution of Facebook’s APIs. Taken together, these levels of analysis provide important insights about how changes made to Facebook’s APIs relate to the platform’s governance and (data) strategy, especially regarding the orchestration of (asymmetric) relationships with complementors in the ecosystem (cf. Tiwana, 2014; Tiwana et al., 2010).

API Architecture Level

At the API architecture level, Facebook Platform has evolved from a single programming interface into a web of interrelated API components – that is, collections of API endpoints around core platform products (e.g. Messenger Platform’s APIs, Instagram Platform’s APIs, etc.). Initially (2006–2010), the platform only included the Facebook API, which provided data access related to Facebook’s core platform products (e.g. Profile, Friends, Photos, and Events). This enabled developers ‘to add social context’ to their Facebook apps (FD-2007). This ‘RESTful’ API grew in size with the addition of further API methods, reflecting Facebook’s evolution as a social network.4 With the launch of the current Graph API (2010), this API architecture style was redesigned on the logic of the (social) graph, which modelled Facebook’s social network entirely in terms of ‘nodes’ (objects) and ‘edges’ (connections). Since then, the graph model has codified and represented any relationships between people and between people, objects, and activities on and off the platform (FD-2021).

Core API Components: Cycles of Diversification and Integration

Since 2010, many new core APIs have been introduced and integrated, reflecting the different tools, products, and services that Facebook has created (e.g. the Marketing API, Messenger Platform, Workplace, etc.) or acquired (e.g. Instagram, WhatsApp, Atlas, etc.) over the years. Under each of these core API components of Facebook Platform, we find more specific APIs that provide access to specific data objects and functionality components. Figure 1 presents the evolution of the entire architecture of Facebook’s APIs, including both these core components and specific endpoints, as well as their interrelations. This API architecture not only grew in size and complexity; it also became increasingly interconnected as Facebook evolved from a social network into a multi-sided platform for development, underpinning a large ecosystem of data-based apps and services (Alaimo et al., 2020; Helmond et al., 2019). Here, platform governance is implemented through tiered API access models as well as through the ongoing (re)design and (re)structuring of API components.

Since 2014, the MAPI has increasingly merged (or technically integrated) with the GAPI. As such, Facebook’s platform for advertising became part of its core development platform, rather than remaining a separate platform. While Facebook’s own built and acquired platform products – Facebook’s ‘family of apps’ – have remained separate for end-users, we see that they have long been interconnected in the back-end for business users. These changes were slowly rolled out over the course of several API versions. When Instagram (2012) and WhatsApp (2014) were acquired, their back-ends initially remained entirely separate from the rest of Facebook Platform. However, they later migrated to Facebook’s data centres to ‘ease the integration with other internal Facebook systems’ by unifying ‘their underlying technical infrastructure’ to further ‘increase Facebook’s utility and keep users highly engaged inside the company’s ecosystem’ (Isaac, 2019; IE-2014).

The longer-term evolutionary trajectory of Facebook’s API architecture is characterised by stages of explosive growth (a diversification of API endpoints), combined with an ongoing integration process of the platform’s core API components. These changes are as much discursive as they are technical: We find a proliferation of distinct APIs mentioned and documented in the API reference documentation. ‘The Facebook API’, as it was originally called, gradually evolved into a complex and interrelated structure comprising hundreds of distinct APIs to address more specific development needs.

Figure 2 lists all entities referred to by Facebook as ‘APIs’ between 2006–2019. We identified 448 unique APIs in total. The vast majority encapsulate very specific GAPI and MAPI data and services that enable developers to build tools, products, and services more
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Fig. 2: Evolution and overview of 'API' mentions within Facebook’s reference documentation, 2006–2019.
securely and efficiently. These special-purpose APIs further serve to promote particular use cases for app and business developers. As such, the developer pages do not only serve as technical reference documentation but they also have a communicative function for developers by signalling use cases (cf. Dal Bianco et al., 2014; Ghazawneh and Henfridsson, 2012). Because of this dual role, we see Facebook’s evolution reflected in the reference documentation and in how its API architecture is presented and described. Furthermore, while core APIs accommodate the broad range of users and uses, the additional specific-purpose APIs enable targeted governance of these users and uses at the level of specific API endpoints.

Changelog: The Transition to a Stable Platform

Developers require stable platforms to build and maintain their apps and services. Indeed, any dependent apps and services would immediately break without timely and clear communication and instructions (documentation) about upcoming API changes (Sohan et al., 2015). Reversely, the platform owner risks losing its integrations and embeddings in other industries and societal domains.

At first, Facebook did not systematically communicate about API changes; instead, it only wrote about some API updates on its Developer News page (FD-2006a). This is reflected in Facebook’s internal motto to ‘move fast and break things’, which also impacted dependent app developers. Consequently, due to mounting criticism from developers, Facebook started publishing a Developer Roadmap (2010) in a spirit of openness and transparency and to ‘help developers plan for changes’ (FD-2010d). This roadmap was part of Facebook’s ‘Operation Developer Love’ (2010–2011), which was intended to ease tensions with those developers who at the time requested more frequent updates to the API reference documentation to increase the reliability of the platform (FD-2010a). The operation led to improvements in the reference documentation, bug fixes, and stability improvements by introducing a ‘breaking change policy’ (FD-2011a; FD-2011b). Communication about upcoming changes is important, especially when these concern changes that break dependent apps and services. After that, Facebook started posting weekly updates about any platform changes on its Developer Blog (formerly Developer News), marking the transition towards a more stable platform (2010–2014) (FD-2010a). This transition from an experimental to a stable development platform has been critical in Facebook’s acquired infrastructural scope and scale (Helmond et al., 2019) because it reduced or minimised development risks for complementors, particularly businesses.

With the release of GAPI v2.0 (2014), Facebook made a number of key changes to announce and document API changes: It introduced API versioning (and retrospective version numbers) for the core GAPI to communicate about upcoming changes, as well as a two-year transition period and stability guarantee for developers to serve a ‘more stable platform’ and provide ample time to address upcoming ‘breaking changes’. Moreover, Facebook introduced the Changelog to announce and document any changes to the GAPI (FD-2014a). Concurrently, Facebook changed its internal motto to ‘move fast with stable infrastructure’ (Levy, 2014). The platform further introduced versioning to the Ads API (now Marketing API) and aligned its versioning and release cycles with the core GAPI soon after (FD-2014b).

This marked an important change from a continuous development and release cycle (accompanied by unpredictable changes) to scheduled and versioned release cycles, and it also standardised communications between Facebook and third-party developers through developer pages and reference documentation. From that moment onwards, changes to the GAPI and MAPI have been documented in the changelog because of its important communicative function: It informs developers (and other complementors) about how and when they should update their tools, products, and services to upgrade and comply with the new released API version (along with an Upgrade Guide). Here, API governance serves to ensure platform stability and predictability in app development for Facebook’s growing community of complementors — developers, businesses, marketers, and researchers worldwide — and its growing ecosystem of apps and services.

Figure 3 shows the evolution of Facebook’s APIs as documented in the changelog going back to v2.1 (2014). It documents any additions of new features, changes, deprecations, as well as the introduction of App Review requirements for certain API endpoints, affected nodes (or their fields, edges, parameters, permissions, etc.), and affected API methods (for reading, creating, updating, or deleting Facebook data). Additionally, this changelog is useful to determine the temporality of API evolution and governance.

Between 2014–2017 (GAPI v2.1–v2.4), there was a professionalisation and commercialisation of Facebook’s business side. We see this with announcements and scheduled releases related to the MAPI for business developers. There were many additions to the MAPI in this period, which significantly expanded the data and services accessible to the platform’s business developers and marketing partners. Further, we see how other new components, such as Messenger Platform, are gradually included in the GAPI Changelog, reflecting their integration with Facebook’s core technical platform.

In mid-2017, there were many deprecations related to the MAPI (e.g. fields, permissions, targeting options, etc.). Facebook introduced additional restrictions on the GAPI and MAPI, and deprecated legacy APIs to improve data protection and permission requirements in the
Fig. 3: Evolution of the Facebook Graph API Changelog, v2.1–v6.0 (2014–2020) [small multiples]. The changelog documents any versioned changes to the Graph and Marketing APIs,5 and any of Facebook’s own products or services that rely on them.
wake of public controversies and criticisms about the platform’s role regarding the 2016 UK EU-membership referendum, the subsequent US presidential election, and the Fb–CA data scandal (FD–2018c). Additionally, the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) came into force in May 2018, imposing stricter data protection obligations onto Facebook and other firms and organisations that target or collect data related to people in Europe.

The changelog thus also captures how recent stages in Facebook’s API evolution were guided by the platform’s responses to intensifying pressures from public scrutiny and regulations. So far, these responses have led to changes related to specific API objects (e.g. to data fields and permissions) but did not alter the internal structure of the API architecture, attesting to the robustness and adaptive capacity of the platform architecture style. Many of these changes ended up being ‘breaking changes’ and were announced on a separate (dedicated) page next to the changelog. These breaking changes occur outside of the regular API version release schedule and as such, they momentarily disrupt the platform’s stability. Because these breaking changes take effect immediately, they require urgent action by developers of apps relying on the respective API endpoints. In 2018–2019, we see that further external pressure demanded additional immediate responses by Facebook and led to many breaking changes. This time, they were related to concerns around discriminatory ad targeting, the Fb–CA scandal, and the GDPR preventing Facebook from using third-party audience data for its self-service advertising tools, which we further discuss in relation to application permissions.

(2) API Object Level: The Graph API User

At the API object level, we see how Facebook Platform defines and represents – that is, datifies – entities as data objects with certain properties (‘fields’) and connections (‘edges’). Additionally, we see the consequences of this in terms of how data objects are embedded in Facebook’s graph-based data model, data-sharing with complements, and their relationship to the platform’s data strategy. Object-level API design decisions underpin Facebook Platform and any of its ‘platform instances’ (e.g. Instagram, WhatsApp, Messenger, and Workplace) because they have been integrated into a unified data infrastructure (Nieborg and Helmond, 2019). Moreover, these design decisions impact the platform’s business side because a data object’s fields and edges also serve as targeting options for Facebook’s suite of (self-service and programmatic) advertising tools, products, and services. As such, Facebook’s API design and governance are entangled with the platform’s data strategy.

Figure 4 presents the evolving composition of the GAPI User object in terms of its fields and edges between 2006–2020. Between 2006–2010 (until GAPI v1.0), the User is one of the seven available API objects, together with the Events, Friends, Messages, Photos, Pokes, and Wall endpoints. The fields of the User object were user-defined inputs that corresponded to the information presented on that user’s profile page (e.g. ‘about_me’, ‘gender’, ‘movies’, ‘political’, etc.). The number of fields slowly increased during this period, as did the number of edges linked to the User.

The release of GAPI v1.0 (2010–2014) marked a turning point for the platform’s data structure because Facebook Platform was restructured according to the logic of the (social) graph. With the new graph-based data model, data objects came to be defined by their connections to other data objects and thus formed relationship networks. The User’s fields (properties) are mostly defined by the user itself, while its edges (connections) emerge through the user’s online activities, behaviours, and friendships (e.g. /likes for a user’s liked Pages, /friends for a user’s friends). Due to this new data-structuring logic, API changes tend to concern an object’s edges more than its fields. Further, the new graph-based data model also impacted app development and data use (i.e. data access and sharing). The new data model represented Facebook’s vision of a ‘social’ web where its users are connected to each other, to other Facebook data objects, and to data objects outside of the platform’s boundaries. Facebook appealed to third-party app developers to implement its social buttons on their websites at this time (Gerlitz and Helmond, 2013) and released the Open Graph protocol (2010) in an effort to standardise data formats on the web. This was a strategic move that helped to make a wealth of external (i.e. unstructured) data sources ‘platform ready’ (Helmond, 2015) and integrate those data sources with Facebook’s data infrastructure. In short, the new data model was a pivotal moment in Facebook’s evolution from a profile-centric social networking site into an ‘identity service’ (FL–2019d) and a graph-based data infrastructure that could support more than just Facebook’s own social network.

Most changes to the User object between 2014–2018 (GAPI v2.0–v2.12) were minor changes, such as renamed fields and edges. Some of the new edges represent then-launched platform products or features (e.g. /games, /locations, /taggable_friends, and /live_videos). Additionally, new fields and edges were introduced for business users and advertisers when the Ads API and GAPI were streamlined in 2014. These new edges thus reflect the User’s evolution from a consumer with a profile page to a complex connective node with potentially multiple roles within Facebook’s ecosystem (e.g. the user as an app developer, app user, business owner, ad account holder, ad account manager, etc.). In short, the User node becomes the central gateway through which all of the user’s roles are governed by the platform.
In some cases, API objects are governed on the microscopic level of data fields. In early 2018, we observe that the User’s ‘interested_in’ field is no longer available in the MAPI for targeting of people in France (FD-2016), then in Europe ‘due to local laws’ (FD-2017c), and then completely removed (FD-2018a). Similarly, in 2016, ProPublica reported that the ‘ethnic_affinity’ field targeting option could be used to create discriminatory housing ads by excluding specific groups, despite this being prohibited according to Facebook’s advertising policies (Angwin and Parris, 2016; FP-2021a). Facebook initially updated its policy but later removed the field entirely from the MAPI after ongoing social pressure and multiple lawsuits from civil rights organisations (FD-2017a; FD-2017b; FD-2018h). The issue of discriminatory advertising (or targeting in general) continued for several years, and it was not until 2019, as part of a settlement with civil rights organisations that housing, employment, and credit ads became a ‘special ad category’ with fewer available targeting options in compliance with US non-discrimination laws (FNe-2019a; FP-2021b; FD-2021k). Nonetheless, a year later, nonprofit newsroom The Markup reported that targeting ‘multicultural affinity categories’ was still possible, after which Facebook announced it removed them in the name of ‘simplifying and streamlining our targeting options’ (FB-2020). In short, we also witness how the User, as a targetable user, has evolved within the MAPI reference documentation in response to external social and legal pressures.

GAPI v3.0 (April 2018) was the first version to implement major changes on the User object level in the wake of the Fb–CA data scandal disclosed in March 2018. Facebook deprecated many fields associated with the User’s profile and restricted the data that apps could access without going through App Review (FD-2018c). However, we see that several fields and edges were not immediately removed or deprecated after the scandal; instead, they would no longer return any data effective immediately (e.g. ‘about’, ‘education’, ‘interested_in’, ‘political’, ‘relationship_status’, ‘religion’, ‘website’, and ‘work’ fields; /friendlists, /taggable_friends, and /mutual_friends edges). Since their immediate removal would break current app distributions that rely on those endpoints, they were not immediately deprecated. Notably, some of these deprecated fields and edges (e.g. demographics, education and workplace, locales, relationship statuses, etc.) remained available as audience
targeting options in Facebook’s self-service advertising tools and programmatically through the MAPI (FD-2021i). In other words, while app developers could no longer access certain data through GAPI-endpoints, advertisers, marketers, and (certified) marketing partners could still use them to target the users via MAPI-endpoints.

Since 2018 (GAPI v3.1–v6.0), there were no notable changes to the User, except additional deprecations (e.g. /family, /tagged, /threads, and /notifications edges) of ‘as part of [Facebook’s] ongoing commitments to privacy and security’ (FD-2020). More importantly, application permissions and the app review process matured as Facebook Platform’s core governance mechanisms in this period. As we detail next, the User serves a central role in this arrangement.

(3) Application Permissions Level: Facebook Login as a Control Point
At the application permissions level, we see how Facebook Platform governs its relationships with complementors (app developers, businesses, academic researchers, etc.) through its APIs. The permissions mediate and structure the relations between platforms and apps, which involves distinct access controls and privileges (e.g. read-only access, read/write access, etc.) for different app and user types. The majority of application permissions are now requested through Facebook Login (Figure 5).

Permissions for applications did not exist until 2008. Instead, developers had access by default to ‘your profile info (excluding contact info), your photos, your events, and most importantly, your friends’ (FD-2006b). If Facebook users did not want an app – or apps of their friends – to access their user data, they needed to proactively opt-out in their privacy settings. As such, data access was governed on the consumer side with opt-out privacy settings and not on the developers (or application) side with opt-in permission requests. Extended permissions were introduced in 2008 for ‘certain use cases’ that ‘require a greater level of trust from the user’ (FD-2008). The extended permissions provided API access for publishing data to the platform on behalf of the app’s user (e.g. to send emails, upload photos or videos, or RSVP to events). Permissions thus governed the relations between the platform and its connected apps and services, allowing developers to write data to the platform. In 2009, Facebook introduced an optional Application Verification Program (Helmond et al., 2019) to verify an ‘application’s commitment to providing a trustworthy user experience that is secure, respectful and transparent’ (FD-2009). Developers now needed to provide basic business information and an explanation of their data requests and data use cases. In return, apps received ‘verified badges’, priority ranking in Facebook’s Application Directory, and Facebook advertising credits (FD-2009).

With the release of GAPI v1.0 (2010), Facebook changed the way permissions were granted on the platform, ‘moving to a model where applications must list all the pieces of data they need to access from a user’s profile rather than having all that data available automatically’ (FD-2010f). A distinction was introduced between a user’s basic (public) profile information (i.e. a person’s name, profile picture, gender, username, and friend list), which is visible to all Facebook users and accessible to all apps by default through the API, and a user’s private profile information (e.g. ‘user_likes’, ‘user_religion_politics’), which now required apps to request extended permissions from the user via the new permissions dialogue (FD-2010c; FD-2010e). Consequently, it is more difficult for apps or app developers to access users’ ‘sensitive’ personal data (a special category under the GDPR).

The platform further restructured its extended permissions into separate /user and /user/friends permissions ‘to protect the privacy of users who have not explicitly authorized your application’ (FD-2010b). In the new permissions model, apps could access friends’ basic profile information via the User object, without explicit permission from each of their friends, while access to additional friend information required extended permissions. This change also meant that the earlier extended permissions, which initially focused on publishing data to the platform, were expanded with user and friend ‘data permissions’. In other words, permissions now controlled on an individual level which apps could read or write data to the platform and which apps could access user and friends data. The increasing number of data fields associated with the User object in this period, including new Open Graph API actions, led to a sharp increase in the number of extended permissions – from eight to 49 (2008–2010) to 72 (May 2012). Between 2011–2012, there were also new permissions that referred to the Ads API Business User (/business-user) for the first time, reflecting the integration of Facebook’s development and business platform governance at the permissions level.

There were several notable changes between 2014–2018 (GAPI v2.0–v2.12). First, the platform restricted access to users’ friends’ data in response to mounting concerns about users’ data and privacy. The friend list no longer belonged to the basic permissions and now required apps to request extended permission from each app user (FD-2014c). Additionally, whereas the GAPI User Friends (/user/friends) endpoint in v1.0 returned lists of users’ friends, v2.0 only returned lists of friends who also installed the app and gave the required permissions. Second, Facebook also launched its current App Review process to ensure that any information obtained by an app is directly connected to a relevant data use case. Moreover, most permission requests now require App Review as well. Facebook informed the UK Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) that this was...
‘aimed at safeguarding users’ information against data misuse, leaks and bad actors’ (CMA, 2020: Appendix J). Third, a new version of Facebook Login was introduced to handle these application permission requests. Further, the Login Review process launched to ensure that apps request only those permissions they need (FD-2014a; FD-2021f; FD-2021e). As such, Facebook Login is now used for user authentication (i.e. signing in) as well as for authorisation (i.e. handling permission requests to access users’ information) (FD-2021d). All existing apps needed to comply with the new platform policy or their API access tokens would be revoked. The new Facebook Login enabled users to make more granular choices about the types or categories of data they wanted to share with third-party apps. However, it also enabled Facebook to evaluate whether apps submitted for review would add value to the platform’s ecosystem. In fact, these changes were not only meant to provide more granular privacy controls for Facebook users but were the outcome of internal reassessments at Facebook about the business value of its data-sharing practices with third-party app developers and businesses. This reassessment operation was internally referred to as ‘protect the graph’ (FL-2019e; FL-2019f). As was later revealed, by limiting and re-structuring API access to user and friends data in these ways, Facebook intended to undermine any competitors who used friends data and to reward complements who added value to Facebook Platform (FL-2019a). Internal documents revealed that App Review was used to determine ‘the appropriate level of reciprocity’ (apps were expected to ‘take data, give data’) (FL-2019e). In short, there were now two competing accounts that explained these API changes: On the one hand, Facebook tells a story where App Review is a proactive measure for protecting user trust and privacy; on the other hand, it limits competitors’ access to valuable Facebook data (e.g. by restructuring the permissions model, revoking API access to friends data, and launching App Review). In Facebook’s own words, App Review represented ‘just another product feature to improve quality’, while the API-level changes were meant to ‘protect the business/model/data’ (FL-2019g). As such, the various changes to Facebook’s application permissions and the new privacy controls for users in this period served to implement and enforce Facebook’s new strategic platform policy (to improve privacy controls and restrict competitors) while monitoring app development. Or, as head of Facebook Platform Justin Osofsky, wrote: ‘His-
turally, we’ve treated policy enforcement as a secondary function of platform’ (FL–2019b).

With the release of GAPI v3.0 (2018), the number of permissions decreased for the first time from 47 to 36. These permissions (e.g. ‘user_religion_politics’, ‘user_relationships’, ‘read_custom_friendlists’, and ‘user_education_history’) were deprecated as a response to the Facebook data scandal (FD–2018c; FD–2018f). Further, an increased number of permissions (e.g. ‘user_friends’, ‘user_likes’, and ‘user_photos’) were now restricted to a limited set of partners, not only requiring App Review but also requiring ‘business verification’ and a contract with Facebook (FD–2018d; FD–2018f; FD–2021b; FD–2021c). Further, more permissions now required App Review as well as requiring developers to verify their accounts for any apps that request access to that data (e.g. ‘user_friends’, ‘user_likes’, and ‘user_photos’) (FD–2018d; FD–2018f; FD–2021b). Facebook Login received its own Changelog to document changes to permissions as it had become the core authentication service for both end-users and developers as well as a powerful control point for governing app development (FD–2021c). Facebook further increased control over its platform through additional verification processes for Individual Developers and Business entities and required external business-to-business technology providers (i.e. partners) to sign a supplemental terms contract to restrict data usage (FD–2018d; FD–2018g; FD–2018e). Additionally, the tiered MAPI access structure for partners and businesses was simplified (FD–2018b). In short, while it may appear as if Facebook Platform only grew or expanded over the years, it has also restructured at crucial moments in (partial) response to external social and legal pressures from the public and competitive dynamics in the digital platform economy more generally.

Since 2020 (GAPI v8.0–), these permissions have been further streamlined. All permissions were moved onto a separate Permissions Reference page (FD–2021d) and are requested – and thus governed and controlled – through Facebook Login. There is no longer a distinction between basic and extended permissions; instead, all permissions other than email now require App Review so that Facebook can confirm that the app uses the data in intended ways and safeguards user privacy’ (FD–2021n). This also concerns permissions related to Facebook’s other platform instances (e.g. WhatsApp, Messenger, and Instagram apps) and applies to developers, businesses, and creators alike. Only Instagram apps for consumers that require ‘read-only’ access to basic profile information, photos, and videos need to request separate Instagram Permissions (FD–2021m). Examples of such apps include popular photo and video editing (mobile) apps and apps for exporting or printing users’ photos (Gerlitz et al., 2019). The distinct treatment – governance – of these app types, we suggest, reflects Facebook’s dual governance strategy for business users and creators on the one hand and for end-users on the other hand.

Conclusion: Governance by APIs

This article examined the relationality between Facebook’s APIs and governance by the platform from an empirically-informed evolutionary perspective. We traced how Facebook’s APIs have evolved from a simple programming interface for development into a complex layered and interconnected governance arrangement. Technical API specifications provide a plethora of governance and control mechanisms and serve to enforce (changes to) platform policy and (data) strategy, especially for app and business development.

The analysis highlights the technical dimension and dynamics of governance by platforms and how a platform’s evolution is linked to – that is, coevolves with – strategic decisions about platform governance and data access within the platform’s ecosystem. We emphasise that this technicity of platform governance facilitates the strategic orchestration of (asymmetric) relationships with complementors (Eaton et al., 2015; Tiwana, 2014; Tiwana et al., 2010). In our case study of Facebook’s APIs, this technicity articulates governance and control mechanisms on several platform levels, comprising what Caplan and Gillespie conceptualise as a ‘tiered governance’ strategy, wherein different users face different rules, material resources, and procedures (2020: 6). However, whereas they focused on YouTube’s governance mechanisms for creators (the YouTube Partner Program, content moderation, and demonetisation), this article examined Facebook’s API governance for app and business development. Examining this technical dimension of governance by platforms requires distinct methods and materials. As a result, this study has different implications for our understanding of platform governance and power.

In this last section, we discuss the significance of the technicity of platform governance – governance by APIs – first from a material perspective and then from a strategic perspective. We underscore that APIs simultaneously establish the material conditions for the app and business development ’on top of’ platforms and for gaining infrastructural power (cf. Blanke and Pybus, 2020; Eaton et al., 2015). Despite its significance, infrastructural power remains one of the blindspots in the European policy debate on platform power (Busch and Graef, 2021).

From a material perspective, API governance targets the conduct of a platform’s complements (i.e. apps and services) and/or its complementors (i.e. developers, businesses, advertisers, etc.) operating within the platform’s ecosystem. As such, the analysis augments the current literature on platform governance, which
is primarily focused on governance and power over the conduct of end-users, creators, and content producers (e.g. Caplan and Gillespie, 2020; Gillespie, 2018; Gorwa, 2019; Gorwa et al., 2020; Medzini, 2020). We contend that boundary resources like APIs and SDKs are a critical part of a platform’s governance mechanisms because they constitute the material infrastructures of platforms. Crucially, they enable complementors to create apps and services (ecosystems) that enlarge a platform’s scale and scope while also increasing its infrastructural power (Blanke and Pybus, 2020; Gerlitz et al., 2019; Helmond et al., 2019; Pybus and Coté, 2021; van der Vlist and Helmond, 2021).

Our analysis shows that Facebook’s APIs have become a complex layered arrangement of technical objects that evolve and govern in different ways. In this governance arrangement, Facebook’s application permissions, Facebook Login, and App Review have become increasingly important as the primary mechanisms for governing data access and sharing. As such, application permissions enable distinct and approved data transactions (Pybus and Coté, 2021) as well as govern the (automated) data-sharing relations between a platform, its complementors, and its end-users. Moreover, the additional required App Review and Verification governance layers served to block bad actors and the entry of competitors.

We argue that large platforms like Facebook have evolutive power insofar they can influence or shape the evolution of their platform as well as the ecosystem of apps and services that have been built – and depend – upon its APIs. That is, large platforms have the ability (e.g. the technical and financial means) to establish and govern the material conditions under which certain forms of participation in the platform’s ecosystem are allowed, sustained, and can thrive. An analysis of evolutive power thus captures a platform’s ability to ‘orchestrate’ its ecosystem evolution, its relationships with complementors (i.e. its power over complementors), and the relationships among those complementors as mediated by the platform (i.e. its intermediary power). When platforms like Facebook make changes to its APIs, it causes large ripple effects throughout the entire platform’s ecosystem (and market) and impacts external social pressures as well as legal requirements around data protection and privacy, leading to significant changes. However, while some of these API changes may have improved data protection and privacy controls for end-users, they typically also serve strategic purposes (e.g. to limit or restrict data access by selected competitors). As such, the ‘tuning’ of boundary resources may be distributed (shaped by ‘a network of heterogeneous actors and artifacts’, including external social pressures) but the ability to influence the tuning process is also asymmetric (cf. Eaton et al., 2015; Gerlitz et al., 2019).

From a strategic perspective, Facebook Platform has undergone several cycles of diversification with the continuous addition of new API endpoints and integration of new API components into its core technical platform. Many of these new API components and endpoints originated from internal development at Facebook (e.g. Facebook Messenger) while others originated from successful mergers and acquisitions (e.g. Instagram, WhatsApp, Atlas Solutions, LiveRail, etc.) or from Facebook’s marketing partnership strategy (e.g. the diversification of Marketing API endpoints). This ongoing diversification of API endpoints and integration of API components has facilitated what Blanke and Pybus describe as the decentralisation of platforms into ‘service assemblages’, which has enabled large platforms like Facebook and Google ‘to shift the dynamics of competition and monopolization in their favor’ (Blanke and Pybus, 2020: 2; cf. Pybus and Coté, 2021). Strategies of diversification and integration are related; both are important for understanding the infrastructural power of these platforms.

In the case of Facebook’s evolution, we see that its diversification and integration strategies have co-evolved. The aforementioned acquisitions by Facebook were all, eventually, integrated into Facebook’s core technical platform (i.e. the Graph API), although the process took several years. Moreover, these integrations initially occur in the back-end first (or only), enabling complementors to reap the benefits of consoli-
dated platforms. As such, Facebook has maintained a fragmented front-end for end-users: It offers not one single but a ‘family of apps’, where each app speaks to a different segment of the platform’s user population or accommodates a different set of user practices (Nieborg and Helmond, 2019). Many users are unaware that Facebook also owns Instagram, WhatsApp, and other popular apps, although the November 2019 ‘from FACEBOOK’ (sic) company rebranding is clearer about Facebook’s ownership of all these apps (Constine, 2019; FNe–2019b).

Platform-level integrations like these are not only technical but also strategic processes that contribute towards the consolidation of platforms’ data assets and power (cf. Gawer, 2020). Consolidation enables platform owners to leverage, as well as strengthen the indirect (or ‘cross-side’) network effects of their platforms even more effectively. APIs facilitate the exchange of data and services between the platform and each of these sides. The stronger the network effect, the larger the value provided and captured by the platform owner, driving even greater reach and scope for the platform, more accurate content or friend suggestions, and raised barriers to entrants. Moreover, these platform-level integrations likely make it more difficult to split up platforms like Facebook because of the added value – or extended capabilities – for other user groups. More generally, then, we contend that these strategies of diversification and integration are driving the evolutionary process of ‘platform capture’, as conceptualised by Partin (2020), wherein the technical architecture of a platform evolves through the leveraging (‘exploitation’) of power asymmetries in its relationships with complementors (‘dependents’). As such, diversification and integration contribute to platforms’ infrastructural and evolutive power.

To truly understand how the relationship between a platform like Facebook and its ecosystem is governed, it is important to track changes in the dynamics between a platform’s API design (or technical architecture), governance, and strategy in relation to public controversy, or other social and legal pressure to change. We recommend future research on the technicity of platform governance to explore the material conditions and evolutionary dynamics of APIs as (complex) artefacts of governance through (comparative) case studies of other digital platforms. Additionally, more research is needed on how changes to popular APIs may cause ripple effects (and potential breakdowns) throughout the interconnected platform ecosystem. In this, web archives can play an important role in providing a means for the observability of platforms by preserving the material traces of platform evolution.
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Notes
1. Although Facebook did launch API-based initiatives to build academic partnerships and improve transparency, including SOCIAL SCIENCE ONE and the Facebook Ad Library (formerly Ad Archive) since 2018.
2. Facebook Platform is ‘the set of APIs, SDKs, tools, plugins, code, technology, content, and services that enables others, including app developers and website operators, to develop functionality, retrieve data from Facebook and any other Facebook Products, or provide data to us’ (FD–2021o).
4. REST (representational state transfer) is a software architectural style that uses HTTP-based methods for requests and responses (e.g. ‘GET’, ‘POST’, ‘DELETE’, etc.). It is most commonly used to create interactive apps on the web.
5. ‘Deprecation’ refers to the (scheduled) removal of nodes or edges, even if replacements were introduced simultaneously. In the latter case, we use the ‘Replacement’ label instead.
6. While we found some examples, it is not always the case that API changes due to regulations such as the GDPR are explicitly motivated in the reference documentation. Instead, their context is typically provided in separate accompanying posts on Facebook’s Developer Blog.
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## Appendix

### Table A-1. References to original and archived web sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In-text citation</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FD-2011a</td>
<td>Developers</td>
<td>Spehar, J. (2011a, April 30). The new Facebook Login and Graph API 2.0. Available at: <a href="https://developers.facebook.com/blog/post/2011/04/30/the-new-facebook-login/">https://developers.facebook.com/blog/post/2011/04/30/the-new-facebook-login/</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD-2011b</td>
<td>Developers</td>
<td>Sharma, M. (2011b, October 30). Graph API v2.2 and updated iOS and Android SDKs. Available at: <a href="https://developers.facebook.com/blog/post/2011/10/30/graph-api-v2.2/">https://developers.facebook.com/blog/post/2011/10/30/graph-api-v2.2/</a>.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


FD-2021e*  Developers  (n.d.). Permissions with Facebook Login. Available at: https://developers.facebook.com/docs/facebook-login/permissions/overview.


FD-2021g*  Developers  (n.d.). Changelog. Available at: https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api/changelog/.


FD-2021i*  Developers  (n.d.). Graph API User. Available at: https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api/reference/user/.


FD-2021k*  Developers  (n.d.). Special Ad Category. Available at: https://developers.facebook.com/docs/marketing-api/audiences/special-ad-category/.


FD-2021o*  Developers  (n.d.). Facebook Platform Terms. Available at: https://developers.facebook.com/terms/.
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